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The regular code problem (RCP) seeks to decide whether a right linear grammar, 
G, generates a code. i.e., whether or not (L(G))* is free over L(G). Here t(G) is the 
language generated by G. The regular free monoid problem (RFMP) seeks to 
decide whether a right linear grammar, G, generates a free monoid. Both problems 
can be reduced to the linear context free grammar emptiness problem, which in 
turn can be reduced to matrix inversion. In the case of RCP the reductions give rise 
to an NC algorithm. In the RFMP case the reduction yields only an EXPTIME 
algorithm. ( 1990 Academic Pres Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that context free language membership is in NC’ 
(Ruzzo, 1981). However, many decidable language problems appear to 
have very high computational complexity. For example, deciding whether 
two finite automata accept the same language is PSPACE complete (Aho, 
Hopcroft, and Ullman, 1974). In this short paper we examine two other 
classic language problems in terms of their time complexities. One of the 
problems is in NC, while the other seems to be much harder. The com- 
plexity classification of language problems has yet to be carried out in a 
serious way. This paper is motivated by the need for such a classification. 
Let A be a finite alphabet. We denote the empty string by 2. We abuse 
notation and also let 2 denote (1.). L G A* is said to be a monoid iff 
LL = L. A monoid, L, is said to be free over B iff L = B* and for all pairs 
of sequences (wl ,..., NY,,,), (v ,,..., v,) over B, w, -..w,,,=v, .--v, iff m=n 
and for 1 6 j < m, wli = uj. L is said to be a free monoid iff L is free over 
some B. Usually one deals with a monoid in terms of the minimum (w.r.t. 
set inclusion) B such that L = B*, i.e., L - ,I- (L - i)2 which is called the 
base of L. For details consult Berstel and Perrin (1985). 
Kc A* is said to be a code iff K* is free over K. We can now define the 
problems that we will investigate. The regular free monoid problem, RFMP, 
seeks to determine whether a regular language is a free monoid. The 
regular code problem, RCP, seeks to decide whether a regular language is 
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a code. RCP was first studied in the special case of finite languages. This 
case has strong connections with information theory. An algorithm for the 
finite case first appeared in Sardinas and Patterson (1953). Recent efficient 
sequential algorithms for the finite case are presented in Apostolico and 
Giancarlo (1984) and Rodeh (1982). RCP is known to be decidable, e.g., 
(Berstel and Perrin, 1985). Aspects of language problem complexity are 
sketched in Berstel and Perrin (1986). 
The model of parallel computation employed is NC. Detailed discussions 
of NC may be found in Cook (1985) and Ruzzo (1981). Roughly speaking, 
a combinational circuit C is a DAG whose interior nodes are boolean gates 
labeled: {r\, V, 1 } and the leaves are binary inputs. The size of C is just 
the number of its nodes, and its depth is its number of levels induced by 
a standard topological sort. Since all nodes at a given depth work together, 
the time for C to produce outputs at its roots is just its depth. A circuit 
family is a set of circuits, Sz = {a,}, n = 1, 2, . . . . where the nth circuit, Q,, 
has n leaves. D is in NC’ iff SIZE(SZ,) E O(nO”‘) and DEPTH(SZ,)e 
O(log’(n)). Q is said to be LOGSPACE uniform iff there is a 
DSPACE(log(n)) Turing machine, T, which on unary input of length n 
produces Q,, . 
In the second section we show that RCP is in NC’ by NC’ reducing it 
to exact integer matrix inversion. In the third section we give a method to 
decide RFMP using the same reduction. We emphasize that the input to 
RCP or RFMP is to be regarded (essentially) as an arbitrary finite 
automaton. That is, we do not require the automata to be deterministic. 
This is the same thing as stipulating that the input be a right linear 
grammar. We will see that these two input forms are NC’ interreducible. 
2. RCP 
We abbreviate context free grammar as CFG. Recall that a CFG, G = 
(d, N, X0, P) with terminal set, d, nonterminal set, N, initial nonterminal 
X0 and production set, P, is said to be a linear CFG (LCFG) iff 
PE Nx d*{N, 1,) A*, where J. is the empty string. G is said to be right 
lineariffPcNxd{N,%} andleftlineariffPsNx{N,1}d.Thesize, ICI, 
of G can clearly be bounded by O(Card(P) . q), where q is the length of a 
longest production. If w  is a string, then its length is denoted by 1~1. The 
language generated by G is denoted by L(G). Complexity will be measured 
in terms of lG(. 
Given a LCFG, G, it is fairly straightforward to show that deciding 
whether L(G) = 0, i.e., the emptiness problem for G, admits a fast parallel 
algorithm. Some of the language theory ideas may not be familiar so we 
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treat them in a little detail. We will also assume that all grammars are 
without single productions or empty string productions. For details on 
these matters see Aho and Ullman (1972). 
LEMMA 1. The emptiness problem for LCFG E NC ‘. 
Proof Let G be a LCFG without single productions or 1 productions. 
We associate with G a system of equations, [Cl, over the reals. With each 
XE N we associate the formal equation: X= CI, + . . . + Q, where the 
LX,, . . . . ak are the sentential forms occurring on the right-hand sides of 
productions involving X. Next interpret N u d as a set of real variables. 
Now each formal equation becomes an equation in real variables. Let [G] 
be this set of equations. This technique is discussed in Kuich and Salomaa 
(1986) and Salomaa and Soittola (1978). Since we started with a LCFG, 
[G] is a system of equations that are linear in the variables from N. That 
is, we can write each a,, now regarded as a real monomial, as cli= Y/3, 
where YE N u [A> and Bj is a product of variables from d. 
We can write [G] in the form (I- @)p = z, where Z and @ are square, 
real matrices of order Card(N), I is the identity, and ,u and z are order 
Card(N) vectors. Entry j of ~1 is the jth nonterminal, say X, and entry j of 
r is the sum of the C(~ in the equation for X which are products of variables 
in A alone. This entry is 0 when such ai do not exist. This is equivalent to 
X not possessing any terminal productions in G. The row i, column j entry 
of @ is the sum of all the p, such that c(,= Yp, and Y is thejth nonterminal. 
If none exists, then the entry is 0. We are going to compute a natural 
number, A, in terms of IGI such that if each LIE d satisfies Ial < l/A, then 
I- @ is invertible. 
If each terminal, a, satisfies Ial < l/A, then any entry of @ has absolute 
value at most Card(P)/A. Since Card(N), Card(P) 6 IGI (each nonterminal 
is the left-hand side of some production), we have that the maximum 
absolute value of any entry of @” is smaller than /GI’“+ ‘/A”. Taking 
A = 2 ICI2 we see that the geometric series C;i, @’ exists thus (I- @) ’ 
exists. 
Replace all occurrences of the terminals in [G] by a and call this system 
[G(a)]. Observe that if Ial 6 l/A as above, then ,u= (Z-Q))’ .z. In 
particular, this gives X0 = P(a)/Q(a), where P(a) and Q(a) are rational 
polynomials in a. Let L be the language generated by G. We can write 
X0 = z,?= 0 c/u’. It is established in Kuich and Salomaa ( 1986) and Salomaa 
and Soittola (1978) that 
ci3 Card( {till U’E L and Ii~j = j) ). 
Equality holds iff G is unambiguous; but this is unimportant for us. It is 
of course true that L = @ iff X0 =0 (identically); however, we require a 
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refined version of this observation. We write X,,(a) in order to indicate that 
X0 is a real function of a. 
We claim L = Qr iff X0( l/A) 3 IA 1~ IL-“. Now since G is a LCFG each 
production introduces at least one additional terminal. By the pigeon hole 
principle if L # 0, then there must be some u’ E L with Iu? d IGI. Now by 
the previous lemma and the observation just made, L # @ iff c;> 1 for 
some j < IGI. This establishes the lower bound on X0( l/A). 
We can now finish the proof. Set u = l/A = l/2 lG12 and compute the 
scalar product of row 1 of (I- @))I and T. Note that the entries of the 
matrix and the vector are rationals. We can write @ = a46 (q is the 
length of a longest production) and 6 is an integer matrix. Similarly, 
we write t =aYr^. Thus (I- @))I z = (apYZ- 6) -’ i, which reduces to 
integer arithmetic without division over the integer denominator D= 
DET(a pyI- &). Let the scalar product have the form C/D where of course 
C is an integer. It is enough to test whether C= 0. The exact inversion of 
(apYZ- d) is in NC” in terms of IGI. This follows from Berkowitz (1984) 
and tight size bounds can be had from Galil and Pan (1985). Clearly the 
remaining computations are in NC’. 1 
Remark. Note that by matrix inversion we have X,,(a) = C(a)/D(a), 
where C(a), D(a) are integer coefficient polynomials in a. What we have 
just shown is that all the zeros of C(a) have absolute value greater than 
l/A. That is C(a) = 0, identically iff C( l/A) = 0. 
Next we describe the reduction of RCP to the emptiness problem for 
LCFG. We give a simplified definition of NC ’ reducibility which is suitable 
for set membership problems. A more general definition for arbitrary 
combinational functions is given in Cook (1985). 
DEFINITION 1. A problem R is NC ’ reducible to a problem S iff there 
is a function,f, such that 
l XER ifff(x)ES. 
l fis computable in LOGSPACE uniform NC’. 
We mention without proof that a finite automaton can be NC’ reformat- 
ted as a right linear grammar and vice versa. 
LEMMA 2. RCP is NC’ reducible to the LCFG emptiness problem. 
Proof Let G = (A, N, Z,, P) be a right linear grammar where N = 
{Z,, ..., z no l }. G, is a right linear grammar generating LR = ( wR I w E L > 
where R denotes reversal and L = L(G). Let G2 = (A, N,, X,,, Pz) where 
N, = {Xo. . . . . X,,+ 1 }. From G, one constructs G, = (A, N,, Y,,, PI) where 
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N, = ( Y,, . . . . Y,- 1 } by taking each G, production of the form Xi+ ax, 
and converting it to Yi -+ Y,a. We give P,: 
1. X0-+&, iff Zi+a 
2. Xi -+ aX, iff Z, + aZ, 
3. X,-+a iff Z,-+aZ,. 
It is evident that NC’ circuits can accomplish the reformatting required for 
GZ and G,. It is also easy to see that these circuits can be generated in 
DSPACE(log(n)). 
We use G, and Gz to build a LCFG, r, such that L is a code iff 
L(T) = @. More precisely, we show that w  E L(T) iff w  = vRv and u has two 
factorizations over L. We write f = (A, Nz x N, x (0, 1 }, II, (X,,, Y,, 0)). 
In order to avoid extra subscripts, we use T, U, V, W to denote generic 
nonterminals. T and U will be from N, and Y and W from N,. We use ct 
to denote a generic terminal and let ,U E (0, 11, The production set 17 is 
given by: 
1. (T, V,p)-a(U, W,p)aif T-+aUand V+ Wu 
2. (T, V,p)-+a(X,, Y,,p)aif T+aand V-a 
3. (T, V,O)+a(X,, W, 1)a if T+a and V+ Wa 
4. (T, V, 1)-a{,%‘,, W, l)a if T+a and V+ Wu 
5. (T, V, l)+aa where T-a and V+a. 
It is evident that r is a LCFG. 
Consider the following pair of facts about derivations in r: 
1. If 1%‘~ L(T), then u’= V~D. 
2. It is straightforward to prove by induction on the number of 
occurrences in a derivation of nonterminals with X0 as leftmost component 
that if 
then z E L*. 
In describing productions we let -+l indicate that a production of type 
i, where 1 < i < 5 as above, is being used. Next assume that u’ E I,(T), and 
then its derivation must have the form 
(x03 Yo, 0) -3 uR(T, V, 0)~ h3 uRa(Xo, w, 1)au 3 w. (1) 
A nonterminal whose third component is 1 must eventually appear because 
only these have type (5) productions, and these are the only terminal 
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productions. Notice that type (3) productions switch the third component 
from 0 to 1. Write u=u, “.u,, where for i> 1, U,E L and au, EL. This 
follows from the two facts above, where m is the number of occurrences of 
X0 not including the start nonterminal in the derivation of Eq. (1). Note 
that m can equal 1. An initial piece of the derivation in Eq. (1) will look 
like 
and a final piece will look like 
u,“,- u;upa (X,, v, 1 )au, . . . u, -1; uRCLzRzau. (3) 
Equation (3) and Fact 2 tell us that z E L*. Combining Eq. (2) and Eq. (3), 
we also see that ~au, can be factored as Z’S’, where Z’ EL*, Z” EL, and 
/au,1 < (~“1. That is, Y, -ir, Wau,, and so it will generate a longer word than 
au,. Thus, u can be factored over L as Z’Z”U? . u, and zaui u2.. . u,. These 
factorizations are different. That is, L(f) # @ implies that L is not a code. 
In the other direction, assume that L is not a code. Then there must be 
somevELsuchthat ~'=u,..~u,~~~u~=f,.~~f~u,~~~u~, wheretheu,and 
fk are in L and Iu,,+ II < I fhl. Clearly we can choose a sequence of G, 
derivations for rR corresponding to the factorization u, ... up and a 
sequence of G, derivations of u corresponding to its factorization 
f,...fhU,... up. Combining these derivations in direct product fashion we 
get the r derivation, 
(X,, Y,,O) 3 u;- up,(&), v, l)u;..u, -?; uRu, 
as required. 1 
Combining Lemmas 1 and 2 we obtain 
THEOREM 1. RCP E NC ‘. 
The fact that RCP admits a fast parallel solution seems to contrast with 
the complexity of RFMP, a problem that appears to be related to RCP. 
We briefly explore an obstruction to an NC reduction of RFMP to the 
LCFG emptiness problem. 
3. RFMP 
We briefly consider RFMP. Let EXPTIME = DTIME(2°‘“‘). We use 
Theorem 1 to show that 
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THEOREM 2. RFMP E EXPTIME. 
Proof: Clearly L is a free monoid iff (L - A) - (L - n)2 is a code. Thus 
given a right linear grammar, G, generating L we carry out the following 
steps: 
1. Construct a finite automaton, F, accepting L from G. 
2. From F construct automata for L - II and (L - A)‘. 
3. Construct an automaton for the complement of (L - A)‘. 
4. Via the product construction (Eilenberg, 1974) construct an 
automaton, F’, for (L - A) - (L - ,l)2. 
5. Construct a right linear grammar, G’, generating the language 
accepted by F’. 
6. Apply Theorem 1. 
All steps except step 4 involve at most polynomial size increases. However, 
step 4 involves the subset construction (Rabin and Scott, 1959). This will 
result, in step 6, in a circuit of size 2 w”) which is also the time bound, i.e., 
EXPTIME. i 
4. CONCLUDING REMARK 
The appearance of complementation in reductions of RFMP appears to 
require the subset construction. In the finite automata equivalence problem 
one also sees complementation, i.e., by using KG L iff Kn (A* -L) = a. 
In this case, however, one can carry out the simulation of the “complement 
machine” in PSPACE. The situation for RFMP is more complicated 
because we are dealing with a linear context free language rather than a 
regular language. It is important to know whether RFMP E PSPACE and, 
if so, whether it is PSPACE complete. 
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